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I've owned Berkshire Hathaway since February 2000 and
learned as much as I could about the company in the years
since.
In this thread, I'll share some statistics about the company as I
review my spreadsheets the day before the annual meeting.
$BRKA $BRKB

🧵👇

1)
On 12/31/99, book value per $BRKA share was $37,987, which is equal to $25.32 per
$BRKB share (split adjusted).
My first purchase was on 2/15/2000 at $30.60 and my second purchase was on 3/9/2000 at
27.80. So I paid 1.21x and 1.1x trailing book value on those dates.
2)
On 12/31/21, book value per $BRKA share was $342,622, a compound annual growth rate of
10.5% over 22 years.
My first two purchases have compounded at a bit more, 11.2% and 11.7%, because price-tobook has expanded. At today's price, trailing P/B is about 1.42x.

3)
Between my first purchase and the end of 2005, I have 21 open positions, all in $BRKB, as I
purchased shares when I could save money. Here are the purchase dates. You can see that I
wasn't brilliant in terms of picking dates to buy. My first two positions were lucky.

4)
What's important to note is that for every purchase where I bought below today's P/B of
~1.42, I benefited from P/B multiple expansion. For every purchase where P/B was above
1.42, I suffered from multiple contraction.
Still, the overall annualized returns are pretty good.
5) I have other positions in Berkshire with more recent purchase dates, but I consider the
2000-05 positions to be "core" in the sense that I am likely to never sell them.
Anyway, enough on my positions, and let's look at some statistics related to the company.

6)
This chart has data through February 27 (right after the annual report), so it doesn't have the
recent trip above $500K, and now below that level. It's interesting to see the progression of
BV over time and the much more volatile price, and the relationship between the two.

7)
And here's a slightly different view of the same data. I continue to find it interesting that
Berkshire traded at a much higher typical P/B prior to the financial crisis. The red/maroon
line from 2011 to 2018 is the repurchase limit of 1.1 and 1.2x BV (since removed).

8)
Buffett tells us that Book Value is a less useful metric than in the past, which makes sense,
but I continue to follow it. Over long periods of time, especially with more large repurchases,
book value will become less useful.
9)
Here are some interesting balance sheet statistics showing book value growth over the past
decade. Buffett keeps churning out BV growth at a steady 10% to low teens clip. Note the
share count decline starting in 2019 and accelerating in 2020 and 2021.

10)
Composition of cash and investments over the past decade.
What jumps out at you? The massive increase in cash? The growth of the equity portfolio?
The fact that Buffett hates fixed income? Or all of the above?

11)
Here is a set of numbers that I think are important. If you look at cash+fixed income over
time, it has approximated float. With this in mind, how much of cash at Berkshire is truly
deployable and how much is there b/c Buffett just hates fixed income and holds cash
instead?

12)
Of course, this is intuitively obvious, but Berkshire's growth of book value over the past
quarter century is due almost entirely to retained earnings. (Note the 2018 reclassification
from AOCI to Retained earnings due the change in accounting treatment of unrealized
gains.)

13) The material issuances of shares were in 1998 for General Re and 2010 for part of the
BNSF acquisition. These events pale in comparison to the overall record and share count is
now lower than at any time since Gen Re, w/repurchases more than offsetting issuance for
BNSF.
14)
Some selected high level data on insurance over past decade.
Float has grown more than Buffett expected and, with exception of 2017, has produced
underwriting gains every year. Note that starting in 2018, investments gains/losses reflect
both realized & unrealized gains.

15)
GEICO's record over the past decade.

16)
A very long view of the competition between GEICO and Progressive.

17)
Note in the above table that GEICO is ahead of Progressive in terms of private passenger
auto. Progressive has other lines included in the statistics presented. This is how the auto
insurance market looks like based on latest industry data.

18)
Repurchases have been the story of the past two years. This is a big table, but it shows the
repurchase history since Buffett announced the first repurchase program in 2011. The
numbers in red/maroon ties to data in note 21 of the 10-K.

19)
Buffett has been willing to repurchase in quantity in the 1.3-1.4x book value range and even
somewhat above 1.4x book value. Did he continue to repurchase over the past couple of
months as the stock rallied? We will find out more when we get the 10-Q tomorrow morning.

20)
This is my recent analysis of Berkshire's board of director holdings (

Berkshire’s Directors Have Skin in the Game
Most corporate directors have minimal skin in the game. Berkshire Hathaway is a
notable exception. This article looks at the ownership interest of each Berkshire
director.
https://rationalwalk.com/berkshires-directors-have-skin-in-the-game/

Berkshire continues to have a board with a lot of skin in the game. Even the directors with
relatively few shares all bought those share with their own money.

21)
My recent interest in voting control appeared in another article:

Berkshire’s Future Depends on Voting Control
Berkshire Hathaway's dual class share structure concentrates voting power with
Class A shareholders. This advantage will become much more important in the
future.
https://rationalwalk.com/berkshires-future-depends-on-voting-control/

These two charts tell a big part of the story.
Whoever controls the dwindling supply of As in 20 years control the company.

22) The A shares have allowed Warren Buffett to remain in firm control despite giving away
over half his shares since 2006. With Buffett leading the company, this is good news (sorry
Calpers!) but the question of who controls the As gets cloudy when you get past his lifetime.

23)
This concern prompted my annual meeting question which I hope is asked. It might
somewhat irritate Mr. Buffett, but on the other hand he has always encouraged difficult
questions. Who will control the As in 2042 or 2052? Very important question.
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24)
So, I will leave it at that for now. I will create another Twitter thread to post some thoughts
during the meeting tomorrow. I will be watching via the webcast. I don't plan to "live tweet",
but will post if I have something that is (hopefully) interesting to share.
/end

25) I forgot to mention that I often post things about Berkshire on my substack, both free
and paid content.

Rational Reflections
Join thousands of readers who enjoy our Weekly Digest providing commentary and
curated links every Tuesday. Subscribers also benefit from monthly in-depth
analysis of great businesses and industries.…
https://rationalreflections.substack.com

26) And there's a lot of Berkshire content on my website. Berkshire resource page here:

Berkshire Hathaway Resources
The corporate identity of Berkshire Hathaway will always be inextricably linked to
the remarkable career and investment track record of Warren Buffett. Mr. Buffett’s
tenure at the company has spanned…
https://rationalwalk.com/berkshire-hathaway/

27)
For more on my personal history in Berkshire, this article was written about two years ago:

Twenty Years of Owning Berkshire Hathaway
"Most people overestimate what they can do in one year and underestimate what
they can do in ten years." -- Bill Gates Berkshire Textile Mill - 1960s Every person
will have a different definition of …
https://rationalwalk.com/twenty-years-of-owning-berkshire-hathaway/

27)
And here is an article I wrote in 2016 "projecting" what Berkshire might look like in 2026.

Berkshire Hathaway in 2026
Introduction Berkshire Hathaway’s long history dates back to the nineteenth
century but the company was effectively “founded” by Warren Buffett when he
assumed control in 1965. The story of Berkshir…
https://rationalwalk.com/berkshire-hathaway-in-2026/

28) One final article that might be of interest. Thoughts on Abel being accidentally named
next CEO by Charlie Munger at last year's annual meeting, and how incentives might be
structured.
For those attending tomorrow, be sure to get in line early!
/end

Berkshire’s CEO Succession: A Brief Look at Incentives
Greg Abel is likely to be named as the next CEO of Berkshire Hathaway. How
should shareholders think about the alignment of incentives at the company once
CEO succession occurs?
https://rationalwalk.com/berkshires-ceo-succession-a-brief-look-at-incentives/
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